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Drumroll, please
Joe Arenberg, a sophomore music major, practices the drums outside of the Doudna Fine Arts Center Thursday afternoon in
preparation for the marching band’s half time show at Saturday’s football game (see page 8A).  He is a member of the Midwest
Funk Factory, the EIU marching band’s drumline.
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Despite an increase in this year’s minority
enrollment, Eastern still faces an uphill battle to
reach the goal set by Eastern’s President David
Jorns, said Johnetta Jones, director of minority
affairs.
Eastern now has 887 minority students, which
comprise about 7.5 percent of the total student
body. However, Jorns set a goal in 1994 to have 12
percent of the student body be minorities by the
year 2000.
“I like having a goal to shoot for,” Jones said. “I
happen to feel that you have to have dreams.”
Jones said one of the things that helped provide
“motivation” for stronger minority recruitment
efforts was a drop in the number of minority
One year
at a time
See MINORITY page 2A
By SARAH REYNOLDS
and DEANA POOLE
Staff writers
After being tabled for two consecutive
weeks, the Council on Academic Affairs
Thursday approved a revision of the
African-American Studies program.
Changes to the African-American
Studies major, minor and the addition of
seven course proposals were proposed by
Adeniyi Coker, director of the African-
American Studies program. The proposal
was tabled because CAA members
thought additional clarification was
needed.
“My concern is not the idea of updating
the program ... rather I’m concerned that
when the program goes into the catalog, it
be as perfect as we can make it,” said
Mary Wohlrabe, CAA chair.
The changes will be implemented for
the spring semester.
Members of the African-American
Studies advisory board were present to
display the amount of input that went into
the proposal.
“Some people have the assumption
these courses were just designed by one
person and didn’t go through the process,”
Coker said.
The changes will bring the current
program structure, which was established
in the 1970s, into the 1990s.
Coker said he made minor changes to
the proposal after it was tabled at last
week’s CAA meeting.
“We made some corrections based on
the suggestions of the CAA from the last
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
The addition of a high school band
competition to this year’s Homecoming is
one of the several steps being taken to
improve relations between the University
and Charleston residents.
The relations became strained because of
complaints lodged last year against
members of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity for
harassing parade participants. 
An emergency additional allocation was
made to provide funds for a marching band
competition at this years Homecoming
events. Steve Zielinski, student vice
president for financial affairs, said the $950
would come from $8,600 left over from
last year’s budgets to be used for additional
allocations.
Zielinski decided to make the emergency
additional allocation, because of the time
issue involved in getting bands to
participate. Zielinski added that
Apportionment Board wasn’t able to meet
in time to provide a recommendation.
The allocation will be used to pay for the
marching bands and judges, Zielinski said.
The marching bands would receive $100
for participating, and two judges would
each receive a $75 honorarium.
Joseph Manfredo, director of bands for
Eastern, said it is not uncommon to pay
marching bands for participating in
parades. He said the $100 helps to offset
the transportation costs, and other expenses
the bands may have.
Several people said the marching band
competition would help to mend relations
Homecoming parade adds band competition to line-up
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Movie madness
Hope Kasper (center), a freshman music major and Cathy Carlson, a sophomore sociology
major, look for movies, music, photos and stickers Thursday in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
African-American studies
program steps into 1990s
See PARADE page 2A
See CAA page 2A
CAA approves proposed revisions
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ALSO PSX/n’64 games and machines
students last fall.
“Sometimes things have to go
down before you perceive there
is a problem,” Jones said. “In
our case,  a  s ignificant  drop
helped to motivate people.”
Vice President for Student
Affairs  Lou Hencken said
Wednesday the university was
able to put more money toward
minority recruitment efforts than
it had in the past.
Jones said those extra
resources had been beneficial in
helping to create new programs
and drawing in students.
One of the programs that has
been successful in recruiting
minority students is bringing
bus loads of  people to tour
Eastern’s campus to see what
can be offered.
In July, Jones said she began
working to develop and train
people for an alumni network,
which is made up of Eastern
graduates to recruit minority
students.
Jones said she has high hopes
for the alumni network because
some of the individuals she has
been working with has a number
of students interested in seeing
Eastern.
However, Jones said she will
ultimately have to wait until
next year to see how much suc-
cess Eastern enjoys in continu-
ing to increase its minority stu-
dent population.
“I think we got a good start,”
Jones said. “This year will tell
us if we’re on the right track,
and if we’re being aggressive
enough.” 
MINORITYfrom page one
with the Charleston community.
“This will show that our university is committed
to excellence and closing the gaps that were creat-
ed with last year’s unfortunate occurrences,”
Zielinski said.
Tom Ryan, University Board chair, said that
parade participation has been declining over the
years, because of unsubstantiated reports of
harassment. The difference from last year’s events
involving members of Pi Kappa Alpha was that
groups filed complaints against the fraternity,
Ryan said. As a result of the complaints, Eastern
had to put together a better parade.
“Its unfortunate that it  took something as
extreme as last year to prove to Charleston that we
can put on a great parade,” Ryan said.
Manfredo said the news of last year’s parade has
reached band directors in the area, and many want-
ed to know how the parade will be run differently. 
The Charleston City Council also had concerns
about the future of the parade, Ryan said. One plan
would have restricted the parade to Eastern’s cam-
pus, he said.
Melissa Girten, assistant UB Homecoming
coordinator elect, outlined during Wednesday’s
Student Senate meeting steps being taken to pro-
vide better safety for the parade participants. She
said a security staff of 30 volunteers would walk
along the parade route.
The competition structure for the marching
bands hasn’t  been decided, Manfredo said.
However, the first place winner will be the recipi-
ent of the George Westcott Memorial Award, he
said.
George Westcott was the Director of Bands for
Eastern for over 20 years, and Homecoming will
be the 25th anniversary of his retirement,
Manfredo said.
PARADE from page one
meeting,” he said.
The revisions include increas-
ing the number of major course
requirements to 42 semester hours
from 36 semester hours.
The CAA approved seven new
courses in conjunction with the
revision of the program.
The courses include; AFR 1000
- Introduction to the African-
American Experience; AFR 3000
- Special Topics in African
American Studies; AFR 3100 -
African Aesthetics and
Cosmology; AFR 3200 - African-
American Identity; AFR 3300 -
African Cinema; AFR 4000 -
Seminar on African-American
Leadership; and AFR 4100 -
From Negritude to Afrocentricity
and After.  
In other CAA business, mem-
bers discussed criteria for adding
new courses to Eastern’s
Integrated Core.
One proposal was to allow the
General Education Assessment
Committee to review future
course proposals, and then recom-
mend action to the CAA.
CAA members said the General
Education Assessment Committee
should aid in the review of course
proposals, but not make its own
decisions.
“The GEAC has the informa-
tion, they should at least make a
recommendation,” said CAA
member Ken Sutton. “We just
approved to change African-
American Studies, it’s tighter, less
classes to pick and choose. I want
to do that with General Education
... but I want to see data before we
make a move.”
CAA from page one  
By AMY THON
Staff Writer
The Residence Hall Association unanimously
approved revisions Thursday to their constitution.
The decision was made after the changes had been
tabled at last week’s meeting. The unanimous vote
moved the committee section from the constitution to
the bylaws. They will continue to vote on additional
revisions at next week’s meeting.
The RHA also discussed the fall retreat for the
assembly. No final plans have been made for this
semester’s retreat, however RHA is accepting ideas
regarding the retreat.
RHA members will be meeting this week with the
food court consultants in order to discuss which restau-
rants will be in the food court. Last semester the
University voted on a referendum to add a food court to
the Martin Luther KIng Jr. University Union.
The students approved a $50-per-semester fee
increase to pay for a variety of campus improvements
like air conditioning in the residence halls and new
equipment in the recreation center.
The preliminary steps are being taken to set this
addition in motion. RHA members will meet with the
consultant and make recommendations.
RHA revises their constitution
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Dates / Locations
Sept. 16   9:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sponsored by Health Service 
$40 OFF
First
Jump
Course**does not apply to
group rates or
tandem jumps.
Exp. 10/30/97.
Learn to Skydive!
Archway Skydiving Centre
City Airport • Vandalia, IL
75 miles West of campus, Exit 61 on I-70
618-283-4978 • 800-283-JUMP
• Student Special - Present Student ID & Coupon •
6 MAZES
Come see if they are
tougher than you!
September:          Fri 3-8, 
Sat 9-8, Sun 12-6
October:       Mon-Fri 3-8, 
Sat 9-8, Sun 12-6
Lower Terre Haute Rd   Paris, IL
(217)275-3327
Looking for a job???
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
Start this month!!!
Over 80 employers signed-up to 
interview outstanding EIU 
candidates!
See Career Services for more information,
SSB Room 13, 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
**All candidates who are actively registered with Career
Services are eligible to participate in on-campus
interviews.
3 4 5 - 4 7 4 3    •    3  W .  L i n c o l n
1-14”
Pizza
with one topping
$699Plus TaxCarryout or Delivery
1-14”
Pizza
with one topping 
plus Crazy bread
and 2 liter Coke
CRAZY 
BREAD
8 warm sticks of freshly baked
bread brushed with garlic and
topped with parmesan cheese.
$100
Sauce
79¢
Get it delivered
same low price.
Get it delivered
same low
price.
Expires:10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
c1997 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc.
Expires:10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
c1997 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc.
Expires:10/31/97
Valid for a limited time at participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
c1997 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc.
$1099
WE’RE OPEN LATE
FRI: “Too Much” 
Walleye Dinner
SAT: 10 oz. Sirloin Burger 
w/ French Fries
$5.95
$4.95
Lite & Leinenkugel’s Pitchers  $3.50
G O O D  L U C K 
EIU
a g a i n s t
S t .  J o s e p h ’ s  C o l l e g e  
348-8282
426 W Lincoln
Pizza Pak
3 Large
1 Topping Pizzas
$19.
exp. 9-14-97
adtl. topping 1.10 not valid with any
other coupon
99
+tax
1 Large
1 Topping Pizza
w/ Breadsticks
(and 2 Liter of Coke)
$11.
exp. 9-14-97
Adtl. topping 1.10 not valid with any
other offer
99
+tax
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board
Thursday discussed plans for the
Recognized Student
Organization event funding sem-
inar.
The seminar is required for
any student group that wants to
receive funds from the AB for
the 1998-99 fiscal year. 
The seminar will show stu-
dent groups how to write a bud-
get and make a proposal to the
AB.
The seminar will be held at 5
p.m. Thursday in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. 
All student groups interested
must send two representatives,
one must be an executive officer.
The student groups can only
receive money for campus wide
events. 
This would exclude things
like field trips for the student
groups, said Steve Zielinski, stu-
dent vice president for financial
affairs.
AB members also discussed
their goals for the next year.
Zielinski said he wanted to con-
tinue the process of interest-
based negotiations with the fee
funded boards.
With interest-based negotia-
tions, the AB will cut money
from a group’s budget. 
The group can then meet with
the AB and move the remaining
funds around in the budget.
Zielinski also introduced pro-
gram evaluations to AB mem-
bers.
They will attend programs put
on by the fee-funded boards like
University Board and Dramatic
Performances, and make evalua-
tions of the groups. 
He said this would provide
the AB with a better perspective
of the fee-funded boards’ jobs.
“(AB members) will get a feel
for the amount of time those
groups put into a program,”
Zielinski said. 
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Students and community members taking part in
the tailgating event before Saturday’s home foot-
ball game should be aware of some changes in the
rules.
Tailgating will begin at 3:30 p.m. and end at
5:30 p.m. Previously, tailgating was to end 15
minutes before the game, but now it will end a half
an hour before the start of the game. 
This is so the tailgating area is cleared before
the game.
“There’s going to be three to five individuals
who make sure no one gets out of control, and
most importantly to make sure everyone goes into
the game at 5:30 p.m.,” said Jason Amato, student
vice president for student affairs. 
Alcohol is allowed at the tailgating for students
who are 21 or older, Amato said. 
He said full-size kegs and bottles of beer are not
allowed, and he is hoping students who drink use
cans.
“If you were to consume alcohol and bring alco-
hol, we would prefer  it be in cans,” Amato said.
Students who drive to the event will be given
flyers with the rules of tailgating, and what they
can and can not do. 
The entrance to the tailgating area will be set up
at the Physical Plant drive located behind the sta-
dium, just off Grant Street next to the pavilion.
Students who set up charcoal or propane grills
are required to have fire extinguishers present.
Also at the game, students can put their names
in a drawing for free tuition for spring semester.
Registration for the drawing will be available at
tables set up at gates one and two at the south
entrance to O’Brien Stadium. 
The winner will be picked at the end of the third
quarter during the game.
In Wednesday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News,
an article misidentified Dana Ringuette . He is replac-
ing James Quivey as  chair  of the English department. 
The News regrets the error.
Tailgating gets cut off before game
AB prepares for spring budgeting
RSOs offered
fundraising
seminar
Correction
If you were to consume alcohol and
bring alcohol we would prefer it be in
cans.”
– Jason Amato,
student vice president for student affairs
“
(AB members) will
get a feel for the amount of
time those groups put into a
program.”
–Steve Zielinski,
student vice president 
for financial affairs
“
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“There is nothing I love as much as a good fight.
– Franklin Delano Roosevelt
U.S. president (1882-1945)
today’s quote
Look at both sides of student-trustee vote
Today is the last day the faculty can submit inputto the Faculty Senate on the restructuring of
Academic Computing, which would place some
support-service responsibility with the four academ-
ic colleges. 
However, the rest of Academic Computing would
be renamed “User Services” and would remain
under the jurisdiction of the Office of Business
Affairs.
The senate has already
recommended that com-
puters would fit better
under the Office of
Academic Affairs because it serves an academic
function, and the faculty would have more direct
input into the planning of university computing. 
Eastern President David Jorns and the administra-
tion have rejected this proposal.
However, the administration wants to appease the
faculty with a pitch that each college hire its own
technical support person who would help out the
faculty with desktop problems and consult User
Services on the college’s interests.
Because this support person would answer to the
dean, Jorns contends, the faculty would have that
seemingly tangible connection to the future of com-
puting at Eastern. However, Academic Computing
still would answer to Business Affairs.
The question remains: Does a single computer
troubleshooter answer the faculty members’ needs?
Is the extent of their interest limited to things like
software installation and advice on bringing new
technology into their classrooms?
The support staffers would form a consulting
team, which would make recommendations to the
university based on the interests of the colleges they
represent. But will mere recommendations cover all
the bases for the faculty when the recommendation
on computing by the Faculty Senate, their main rep-
resentative body, was rejected? 
Each of Eastern’s academic deans, along with the
head of Academic Affairs, is prepared to give this a
shot, seemingly satisfied since their technical sup-
port personnel would be working closely with User
Services.
Jorns is pitching this plan to faculty members
because he wants the record to show that although
the Faculty Senate’s idea was thrown out, he will
have come up with an acceptable alternative. Now
the faculty members, by telling the senate all of their
reactions to this proposed alternative, need to ensure
that plan is everything the faculty deserves.
Editorial
The Daily Eastern News
accepts  let ters  to the editor
addressing local, state, national
and international issues.
They should be less than 250
words and include the author’s
name, telephone number and
address.
Students must indicate their
year in school and major. Faculty,
administration and staff should
indicate their position and depart-
ment. Letters whose authors can-
not be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space con-
straints, we may have to edit your
letter, so keep it as concise as pos-
sible.
Letter policy
Welcome back! I hope you allhad a wonderful summer
and are ready to tackle the 1997-98
school year head on. I know I am. I
have been quite busy getting accli-
mated to my new position of vice
president for public affairs.
Addressing the issue of an offi-
cial student-trustee vote on the
Board of Trustees has been diffi-
cult. I am the Student Government
representative on the BOT, and I
have decided to wait to make a
public statement of opinion until I speak to you, the student
body. 
I feel that it would be presumptuous of me to take a stand
for more than 11,000 students without getting feedback from
them first. So, I have decided to write this column to show
both sides of this delicate issue. 
First off, let me bring you up to date on what the governor’s
amendatory veto will change if the Legislature does not over-
ride it.
1. The student trustee must maintain a 2.5 minimum grade-
point average. (The original bill called for a 2.25 minimum
GPA.)
2. The student trustee must be a full-time student as
determined by the individual university.
3. A sunset clause has been added that will end the law in
2001. This will allow the governor and the universities an
opportunity to re-evaluate the legislation and make any neces-
sary improvements or changes.
4. The student will not be allowed to vote on issues pertaining
to faculty tenure or promotions.
5. The student trustee will be appointed by the governor. The
governor will make his decision based on the advisement of a
special committee formed to select student-trustee nominees.
A committee made up of three students appointed by the
Student Government and three individuals appointed by the
university president will set up the criteria for the trustee
selection process. (This does not completely rule out the
option of a student election. The committee may choose to
hold campus elections for the trustee position and take the
four top vote winners from the election.)
Well, there’s the nitty gritty in
layman’s terms. Now let me pre-
sent both sides of the issue, based
on information from the governor’s
office.
Why we should push to override
the amendatory veto:
The changes will take away our
right to choose the student trustee.
The student trustee is probably the
most powerful voice we have on
campus, and now he or she will be
appointed instead of student-elect-
ed.
We must also fear that from now on, the student elected to
this position will be a political science major who has a long
range of governmental experience or political pull. This may
decrease the chances of your non-political students who sim-
ply want to serve in this capacity because of their love for the
university and their willingness to be a strong representative
of the student body.
Why we should accept the amendatory veto:
First off, the chances of us overriding the amendatory veto
and the legislation passing in its original form is slim. Upon
conversations with other student trustees, it appears that state
Rep. Rick Winkel and state Sen. Stan Weaver, both original
supporters of the legislation, are not willing to support an
attempt to override. They are, however, willing to accept the
governor’s changes.
If we accept the veto as it is, we can fight to amend it later
on. We must remember that the governor put the sunset clause
in the bill and we will not be locked into this law forever.
Who knows – maybe this selection process might even work.
As I mentioned before, this is a delicate issue and I have
tried to objectively demonstrate both sides. I really would
appreciate if students would come talk to me and let me know
how you feel. I am here to represent the student body, not
myself, and I want to know the argument you want me to
make. Please stop by any time this week in room 201 of the
university union so you can speak to a member of the Student
Government and let your voice be heard.
– Ruthie Rundle is vice president for public affairs for Student
Government.
RUTHIE RUNDLE
Guest columnist
“The chances 
of us overriding
the amendatory
veto and 
the legislation
passing in its
original form is
slim.” 
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u k a v @ p e n . e i u . e d u
It’s now or never for
faculty input on ‘new’
Academic Computing
cartoonistswanted
call CHUCK in the newsroom 
at 581-2812
editorial
Have your artwork 
published regularly 
in The Daily Eastern News
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It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
No. 1
Best Chinese
food in town
1505 18th St.
Charleston
We’re Open:
Delivery 348-5941 
Hong Kong House
Monday 4-8pm
Tues.-Thurs. 11-9pm
Fri.-Sat. 11-10pm
Sunday 11-9pm
345-7849
(s t i x)
1412 4th Street
Charleston
Friday Lunch Special
Turkey Burger.....................................$3.25
French Club Sandwich.........................$3.50
Express Lunch Menu Available!
Dinner Special
16 oz. Smoked Pork Chop..................$12.95
Drink Specials
Icehouse 16 oz. drafts.........$1.50
Bacardi Limon Mixers..........$2.50
Try Our New “Real” Hickory Smoked BBQ!
By TAMMIE LEIGH BROWN
City editor
The Charleston Police
Department cited four Eastern stu-
dents last week with alcohol-relat-
ed charges.
Bradley J. Deters, 21, of 1430
Ninth St., was cited at 1:51 a.m.
Sunday in the 1500 block of First
Street with the public possession
of alcohol and obstructing a peace
officer, police reports stated.
Laura Anne Waldhoff, 19, of
720 Sunset Place, and Carrie Beth
Corley, 20, of 701 Wilson Ave.,
were both cited at 2:30 a.m.
Saturday on Seventh Street with
the purchase/acceptance of alco-
hol by a minor, police reports stat-
ed.
Matthew Ryan McGrory, 17, of
457 Carman Hall, was cited at
2:01 a.m. at their with
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by
a minor at 2:01 a.m. at a residence
on Fourth Street, police reports
stated.
Michael Dean Lynch, 20, of
1605 Douglas Dr., was cited at
12:30 a.m. Sunday, for the
purchase/acceptance of alcohol by
a minor, police reports stated.
Police get tough with students
By JENNIFER THORSEN
Staff writer
Artists and photographers are
invited Saturday to spend the day
with a picnic lunch relaxing, paint-
ing and taking pictures in the gar-
den.
The Coles County Arts Council
is sponsoring an Artist’s Day in the
Garden at Wesley Whiteside’s gar-
den east of Charleston.
“It is a wonderful opportunity
for Eastern students to get away
from campus and see a beautiful
garden,” said Jackie Worden from
the CCAC.
The event is an artist’s one-day
retreat for gathering images with
their cameras or actully painting or
sketching. Whiteside’s garden cov-
ers several acres with hundreds of
different plants, flowers and trees
that are not native to this area. 
“If there are fine arts majors or
students who like to take pictures
they can pretend they are in
Monet’s garden and be only two
miles from campus,” 
Worden said.
The retreat is from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. and pre-registration is recom-
mended. Check-in times are from
8:30 a.m. to 9 a.m. or between
noon and 12:30 p.m. 
The cost is $3 for members of
the CCAC and full time students
and $5 for the general public. For
reservations call 348-1538.
Artists, painters to visit garden
day, Sep e be , 99 y6A
TAILGATE
SATURDAY 3:30-5:30
O’BRIEN STADIUM
*Food- Grill it or bring it
*Canned beverages only
*Enter through physical plant drive
*tents/games/grills encouraged
*Protect tailgating... Be responsible!
*FREE TUITION drawing in 2nd half!
Legal drinking age only... those under 21 are prohibited 
from consuming alcoholic beverages and should
avoid areas where alcohol is consumed.
Go Panthers!
It’s not just a TAILGATE... It’s EIU vs. St. Joseph’s
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
The Lady netters have a busy
weekend ahead of them as they
will play three different teams in
just over 24 hours at the Wright
State Nike Challenge.
On Friday, Eastern will face
Valparaiso at 5 p.m. Before
returning on Saturday the Lady
Panthers will take on Eastern
Michigan at 1 p.m. and then the
host team, Wright State, at 6 p.m.
Eastern (4-2) enters the Nike
Challenge with the best record
among the tourney teams. Val-
paraiso comes in at 1-5, Eastern
Michigan posts a 2-5 record and
Wright State owns a 3-4 record.
The Valpo team is a young
team in the rebuilding process.
“We don’t have experience as
we’ve had in the past,” Valparaiso
head coach Milna Richardson
said. “Our players are still learn-
ing to work with each other.”
Defense is Valparaiso’s strong
point as they have 352 digs and
55 blocks in six games. 
Offensively, however, the team
is struggling as they average 12
kills per game and 11 set attempts
per game.
Kelly Schoenhoft, Valpo’s lead-
ing scorer, leads the team with 65
kills. Setter Kelly Olson has 241
set attempts and is averaging 10
per game. Olson also leads the
team in digs with 65.
Eastern Michigan is led by
seniors Jody Thompson and Ver-
onica Smith, along with freshman
standout Sara Uehlin.
Thompson leads the team in
kills (80) 80 and in digs (100).
Her kills and digs per game are a
team high 3.08 and 3.85, respec-
tively. 
Smith handles the defense for
Eastern Michigan as she has 18
total blocks; five solos and 13
block assists. Freshman Sara
Uehlin takes on the setting
responsibility and has compiled
over 271 assists, averaging almost
10.5 per game.
Eastern Michigan has 345 kills
on the year and defensively, the
spikers have compiled over 450
digs and 34.5 total blocks.
Wright State comes into the
tournament with one less win than
Eastern. They have beaten Troy
State, Southwest Texas State and
Buffalo all by a score of 3-1. 
Wright State is on a three game
skid, losing to Baltimore County,
Pittsburgh and Miami.
Team leaders for Wright State
include junior Carrie Monnes
with 96 total kills and 39 blocks,
sophomore Michelle Buck with
275 sets and 10 service aces and
sophomore Angi Nunnelley with
3.18 digs per game and 70 digs
total.
Volleyball team hopes to avenge
losses at weekend tournament
Our players are still
learning to work with
each other.”
-Milna Richardson
Valparaiso head coach
“
made memories that I will never
forget.
Sports helped me get through
my first year of high school
because I had a group of guys
whom I already knew and associat-
ed with. We did everything and if it
wasn’t for that sport I wouldn’t
have met or become friends with so
many people.
In college I notice the athletic
programs are still along those same
lines. For the majority of teams, the
members become a very close
group. They help each other
through tough times and grow in
success and knowledge when they
compete. This helps so much in
dealing with this totally new place
we call college.
Tailgating is a big, fairly new
social event students are enjoying.
It is entertainment for the football
game and a great way to meet peo-
ple. This gives students a way to
socialize at the event without hav-
ing to take place in the competition.
There are intramurals that pro-
vide the same things. Even volley-
ball or flag football games with
guys or girls on your floor helps
out so much.
I’ve met over a dozen guys just
by getting out and playing volley-
ball and football with the people on
my floor. 
Getting together to go to the
game or watching Monday Night
Football gives many students the
chance to meet students who are
bored and want to get to know oth-
ers.
Meeting people outside of sports
is just as important as meeting
them in sport-related activities. Not
everyone should participate in
sports, nor will everyone want to
participate.
Just simply having the chance to
make friends and have people that
are there that you can count on is
the most important way to get
involved. 
For me, sports was the answer.
For others, there are many more
organizations out there just waiting
to produce the same effects as
sports do.
What ever the situation is, the
opportunities are endless here at
Eastern. I urge all students to get
involved and trust me, from experi-
ence, it has profited me in ways I
never imagined.
COLETfrom page 8A
NEW YORK (AP) – Lou Holtz begins a new phase of his football
Saturdays this week. He will be inside rather than prowling the side-
lines as coach – something he did at Notre Dame for the last 11 years.
Holtz debuts as an analyst Saturday when CBS Sports launches
College Football Today, its first full half-hour pregame, halftime and
postgame studio shows since it had the NFL games in 1993.
Holtz said Thursday he will have no problem being critical of his
former fellow coaches.
“All I have to do is remember that I thought we won three national
championships at Notre Dame, but those coaches voted us out of it,’’
he said.
Holtz begins broadcasting
NEW YORK (AP) – This auction should be “The
Greatest.’’ More than 3,000 items from Muhammad
Ali’s historic boxing career – from his 1957 Golden
Gloves trophy to the custom-made robe he sported for
his 1974 “Rumble in the Jungle’’ with George Foreman
– hit the auction block next month. Ali-Frazier I, II and
III, Ali-Norton, Ali-Spinks – all Ali’s spectacular fights
across his 21-year professional career are represented.
So are some of the lesser wars: fights against Charley
Powell, Doug Jones, Jurgen Blin.
The items up for sale include key chains, a tiny box-
ing glove inscribed “The Thrilla in Manila,” rare fight
posters, Leroy Neiman’s drawing for the 1971 fight in
Madison Square Garden and big-ticket items a 1966
Ali letter to his draft board, expected to sell for
$100,000.
“Given Ali’s importance, it is virtually impossible to
overstate the significance of (this) collection – the
largest and most comprehensive collection of
Muhammad Ali memorabilia ever assembled,’’ Ali’s
biographer, Thomas Hauser, wrote in the auction cata-
logue.
Ali to auction boxing memorabilia
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By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
The last time the men’s soccer
team won a game was Nov. 11 of
last year at Lakeside Field.
After a week-long layoff, the
Panthers will try to get the first
win of the season, again at home,
against the Kangaroos of Mis-
souri-Kansas City at 3 p.m. Sun-
day.
The 2-2 Kangaroos start the
weekend by hosting Tulsa before
making the trek to Eastern.
Missouri-Kansas City head
coach Mike Brown is hoping his
team’s performance will be better
than it was to open the season.
“We haven’t been playing the
way we want to,” he said.
Eastern head coach Tim
McClements is not going to take
the Kangaroos for granted.
“They’re a tough team top to
bottom,” McClements said. “We
beat them last year, but it was a
very close game. It could of gone
either way.”
Last year, the two teams faced
off against each other at Missouri-
Kansas City. The Panthers came
away from that game with a 2-0
win with senior forward Henry
Ospina scoring the winning goal.
The loss was one of seven the
Kangaroos suffered last year on
its way to a 10-7-2 overall record.
If the team is to repeat last
year’s result, McClements said it
will have to play hard throughout
the whole game.
“It is going to take a concen-
trated effort,” he said. “If they
keep pushing, they should do
well.”
Like Eastern, the Kangaroos
have stacked their early schedule
with teams designed to test their
strength before opening the sea-
son.
“We’ve played some very good
teams,” Brown said. “We played
Kentucky in our first game and
then Marquette.”
Brown said in the past two
games, Missouri-Kansas City has
been playing more of their type of
game. He also said they have
been moving the ball well.
The Panthers were 2-0 last year
in games which they were ahead
at the half. They were 5-8 when
tied at the half and 1-3 when trail-
ing.
So far this season, Eastern has
been behind at the half once, a
loss to Northwestern, tied at the
half twice, against Loyola and
Wisconsin-Green Bay, and ahead
against George Mason.
McClements has been working
on the team’s conditioning in the
week of practices.
“We’ve been doing a lot of run-
ning,” he said. “But they have
been playing really well (in prac-
tice).”
McClements said the long lay
off between games will help the
team.
“I think that it will be a positive
thing,” he said. “It gives the team
time to prepare. It lets us work on
things and pull things together
and it allows us to get over the lit-
tle bumps and bruises.”
The bumps and bruises have
been kept to a minimum so far.
Although junior midfielder Mike
Czarnecki has a slight ankle
sprain, Ospina and junior goal-
keeper John Rizzo have recovered
from their injuries.
Last season, McClements stuck
to a game plan during the games,
experimenting with the lineup.
This season, McClements said he
will be more willing to change
things to prepare for a particular
game.
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The women’s soccer team is looking for their
first victory of the year as they host Middle
Tennessee at 1 p.m. Saturday at Lakeside Field. 
“This is a crucial match,” Lady Panther head
coach Steve Ballard said. “We must win this
match for  our confidence.  Also,  Middle
(Tennessee) is an Ohio Valley Conference team
and we might be in that conference as early as
next year.”
Eastern is coming off a rough weekend in
Wisconsin, dropping their record to 0-3. They
were shut out by Marquette 1-0 and No. 10 ranked
Wisconsin 3-0. 
The Lady Raiders are headed in the opposite
direction of Eastern, as they have yet to lose a
game with a 1-0-1 record. The tie comes from a 1-
1 tie against Chattanooga on Wednesday.
Middle Tennessee won their season opener,
defeating Belmont 2-0.
“We’ve only played two games and we’re just
starting to come together,” Middle Tennessee head
coach Colette Gilligan said. 
“I feel we are strong up front and we are very
fast. It’s just a matter of putting the ball in the
back of the net.”
The Lady Panthers have been held scoreless in
their first three games, this compared to the Lady
Raiders who have scored three goals in their first
two games. 
“We’ve got to start scoring,” Ballard said. 
“I hate to put the pressure on the frontrunners,
but they’ve got to put the ball in the back of the
net when they’ve got the opportunities.”
In the lone meeting between these teams last
year, Eastern traveled to Murfreesboro, Tenn. and
defeated the Lady Raiders 4-1. 
“Eastern came down here and beat us last year
when we were a first-year program,” Gilligan
said. “I’m definitely looking to improve from last
year’s performance.”
The goal leader for Middle Tennessee is fresh-
man midfielder Makini Wall who has found the
back of the net twice this year. 
The other goal scorer for the Lady Raiders is
sophomore defender Yolanda Henderson who net-
ted the game-winning goal in the victory over
Belmont.
Hoping to keep the Lady Panthers scoreless for
a fourth straight game will be Middle Tennessee
freshman goaltender Jennifer Robb. 
She has played in both of the Lady Raider
matches, achieving six saves and a .43 goals-
against average.
Ballard said in this week’s practices the team
did not work as hard as they usually do.
“We went a little easier this week, I’m trying to
get some of the injuries healed and get the team
rested up, hopefully this will not affect their phys-
ical play on Saturday,” he said. “We worked this
week on touch and our mental game.”
Gilligan said she needed total team dedication
to come out of Charleston on Saturday with a win.
“Everyone would have to play 100 percent,” she
said. “If we could get the momentum early and
win the 50/50 balls, it would be to our advantage.”
Men’s soccer looks for first win
Women’s team set for ‘crucial match’
Booters face
Kangaroos at
home Sunday
We must win this match for our confi-
dence. Also, Middle (Tennessee) is an
Ohio Valley Conference team and we
might be in that conference as early as next
year.”
-Steve Ballard
Lady Panther head coach
“
BORED WITH CHARLESTON?
LET’S TAKE A TRIP!
30 MINUTES SOUTH TO CASEY
THE TURNTABLE
*6 Pool Tables
*2 In- house
bars
*Area’s largest
dance floor
*Dart
machine
*Pinball
*Drink specials
LIVE DJ  FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
8:00PM-12:00AM
CALL SCOTT AT 345-5157 FOR  RESERVATIONS $1 PER PERSON
Need a Ride?
The Daily Eastern News
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By DENISE RENFRO
Sports editor
Even though sophomore
tailback Jabarey McDavid
scored three touchdowns
in last Saturday’s game
against OVC opponent
Tennessee-Martin, he
doesn’t want the credit
for  it.
“I just happened to be
in the right place at the
right time,” McDavid said.
“I put it all on the offen-
sive line. They get over-
looked, but they are they
men that blocked and
made the holes for me to
run through.
McDavid ran for 95
yards and scored three
touchdowns on 15 carries
against the Skyhawks.
“We all did it together. I
couldn’t have gotten those
yards without them,” he
said.
“He’s a good back. The way he runs
makes our job a lot easier,” said senior
center Chris Dunkle. “He’s a great athlete
and really works hard.”
“He can find holes that are small,”
Dunkle said. “He’s a small, quick back.
He’s got great vision and he gets through
holes very quickly.”
Last year in five games McDavid
scored three touchdowns
and gained 604 yards on
98 carries, good for 6.2
yards per carry.
His three touchdowns
last weekend were the
most in the Ohio Valley
Conference but McDavid
is focused on team play
rather than individual
honors.
McDavid said his goals
are the team’s goals –
going to the playoffs
along with winning con-
ference games.
“I focus on what I can
do for the team,” he said.
“We’re effective at both
ends – running or passing.
Either way we’re going to
get it done.”
St. Joseph’s comes into
the game with a 1-1
record, but McDavid said
Eastern is not underesti-
mating the Puma’s abili-
ties.
“We take every game seriously. They
have nothing to lose coming in,” he said.
“A Division I team should beat a Division
II team.
“We’re a good sound offensive and
defensive team. We have a lot of talent
and a lot of talent coming up,” McDavid
said. “They picked up the game quicker
than I did.”
#37 Jabarey McDavid
Sophomore tailback
Last weekend against
Tennessee-Martin
McDavid scored three
touchdowns and ran for
95 yards on 15 carries.
This team player focuses
on what he can do for
the team.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
When a team is coming off a
42-6 win and then faces a lower
division team, as the Panthers do
this weekend in Division II St.
Joseph’s College (1-1), there’s
always a chance for a letdown.
However, Panther head coach
Bob Spoo has other ideas.
“Not if I can help it,” he said.
“I’ve been on top of that situation
and I hope I’ve gotten my point
across. We’ve struggled against
Division II schools in the past.”
The last time the Panthers
faced a Division II team was a 41-
31 victory over Pittsburgh State in
their second game last year.
“I’m expecting a hard fought
game,” St. Joseph’s head coach
Tom Riva said. “Eastern has a
tough football program and
they’re going to come off hard-
nosed and will grind it out.”
But he said his team is still at a
disadvantage going into the game.
“When you look at it on paper,
any time a team plays up a divi-
sion, (the opposition) has more
scholarships and there are obvi-
ously some differences with depth
and personnel,” he said. “We’re
going into the game with that
thought in mind.”
As with Tennessee-Martin last
weekend, the Pumas’ offense is
dominated by the option play, but
Spoo said it differs from the
Skyhawks’ version.
“They put four receivers close
to the line of scrimmage (and) the
threat of the pass is always there,”
he said. “This week we need to be
disciplined and concentrate.
“It’s always a concern for us
when we have to face an option
team, particularly when it is a
team that runs it so effectively.”
The Panther defense will be
without the services of defensive
linemen Dave Thomas and Mike
Shea. Thomas underwent orthras-
copic knee surgery and Spoo said
he will most likely miss the next
two games. On the other hand,
Shea chipped a bone in his ankle
last week and it is unknown how
long he will be out.
As a result of Shea’s injury,
Spoo said senior defensive tackle
Amaziah Smith will see a lot of
playing time.
Leading the Panther running
attack is the tailback duo of Justin
Lynch and Jabarey McDavid.
They’ve combined for 228 yards
rushing, five touchdowns and are
averaging 5.3 yards per attempt.
McDavid and Lynch will find
themselves going up against a
tough Puma run defense as St.
Joseph’s is surrendering 98.5
rushing yards total.
In the event that the Pumas do
shut down the Panther running
attack, Spoo is ready to go with a
different offensive scheme.
“If they’re stopping our run-
ning game, it would indicate that
they’re bringing their defensive
backs to the line of scrimmage,”
Spoo said. “If they’re doing that,
then we have access to the play
action pass.”
Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson will try to continue the
performance he had last weekend
where he went 15-of-19 passing
for 158 yards and one touchdown.
Simpson leads the OVC in com-
pletion percentage at 62.8 per-
cent.
Spoo knows exactly what the
Panthers need to do in order to be
successful this weekend.
“Again, I think the focus needs
to be on sound fundamentals and
execution from the offense,” Spoo
said.
“It’s important that we do
establish the run game for the rea-
son that it absorbs time. 
“If we can control the ball it
will be a major help.”
Panthers to face Division II St. Joe’s
Eastern vs.  
Illinois
Site: O’Brien Stadium
Charleston, Ill. 
Time: 6:00 p.m. CST
Radio: WACF-FM 98.5 
Records: EIU 1-1
St. Joseph’s 1-1
EIU Shorts:  
■The Panthers are coming off a 42-
6 trampling of Tennessee-Martin
last weekend.
■Eastern last faced a Division II
team in the second week of the
season last year against Pittsburgh
State, coming out with a 41-31 win.
St. Joseph shorts:
■  The Puma defense is giving up
98.5 yards per game on the ground.
■ St. Joseph’s comes in averaging 5.8
yards per play while their oppo-
nents average 3.6.
St. Joseph’s
College
Sophomore tailback focuses on teamwork for win
JASON COLET
Staff writer
Coming in as a freshman, I
had fears of returning to those
dreaded high school days when
everything went wrong for the
poor newcomer. 
I feared it would take days
just to find class, and months to
fit in.
One thing that’s sure though,
many of us can unite through
sports and athletic events.
Sports at college is big, much
more than in high school.
Students devote more time and
effort to their sport than proba-
bly anything else. To them it is
a way of having fun, keeping in
shape and a challenge that they
openly welcome. 
Being a three sport athlete in
high school, I developed a love
for sports. I met so many peo-
ple, made many friends, experi-
enced many highs and lows and
See COLET page 6A
SCOTT BEAUDRY/ Staff photographer
Sophomore tailback Jabarey McDavid attempts to break a Skyhawk tackle at the game
last  Saturday against Tennessee-Martin.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
On the heels of a strong showing at the Wabash Relays
where the men took first and the women captured sec-
ond, the men’s and women’s cross country teams travel
to Bradley today to take part in the Bradley Invitational.
The Panthers go up against 10 other teams, some of
which include Bradley, Western Illinois, University of
Illinois-Chicago and St. Louis University. Head coach
John McInerney is hoping his teams can at least place in
the top three, if not better.
“More mental toughness is going to be needed than
last weekend,” McInerney said. “The competition is
good and solid and it’s looking to be a pretty good
meet.”
On the women’s side, he said SIU-Carbondale is one
of the stronger teams year after year.
McInerney anticipates this meet to be more intense
than the relays last weekend.
“It’s definitely a step up,” he said. “We’re back to our
regular format. Our guys haven’t gone 8000 meters this
year and our women haven’t gone 5000 meters.
“That presents something new,” he said.
The Panthers will be without the services of senior
Cory Finn as he is out with an ankle injury.
“That will hurt us a little bit but we should be able to
make it up,” McInerney said.
The course at Bradley is fairly flat and McInerney said
that should help both teams out.
“Most kids have ran there before,” he said. “We won’t
have any hill or terrain problems early on in the year.”
The duo of Cristen Conrad and Sue Langer are coming
off a meet where they set a new course record at the
Wabash Relays and once again will help guide the
women this weekend.
“Everybody is good and ready to go,” McInerney said.
“Both groups should be right in the hunt for the team
title.”
Cross country teams look for competition at Bradley Invite 
What do Jenny McCarthy, Bob Newhart, Bryant
Gumbel and Kirstie Alley all have in common? They're
all moving in soon – some of them very soon. 
Network executives spent countless hours behind
closed doors coming up with ways to keep students
away from their homework next week as the 1997-98
TV season launches into action. Of course, all the
new hoopla comes at a price.
Pop Quiz. What day of the week is "Suddenly
Susan" on? What network is "Clueless" on? How
many times during the week does "20/20" air? 
Surprises are in store for those who said Thursday,
ABC and one. The new TV season presents
"Suddenly Susan" on Monday, "Clueless" has moved to
UPN and "20/20" airs twice a week. And that's only a
fraction of the confusing TV puzzle viewers face this
fall, when dozens of shows are relocated to different
times, other shows change networks and 34 new
shows attempt to become the next "Seinfeld" or "ER"
hits. 
Remote controls be ready to surf, here's a quick
day-by-day tour of the upcoming TV season.
SUNDAY
Jenny McCarthy, Playboy playmate turned MTV
icon, has singled out what NBC hopes to be a hit in
the silly comedy "Jenny." The new sitcom, which airs
at 7:30 p.m. beginning Sept. 28, follows two small-
town girls, McCarthy and Heather Paige Kent, in their
attempt to adjust to living in the glitzy glamour of Los
Angeles.
M A G A Z I N E
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INSIDE
Men of Adventure - page 2b
Bingo Bash - page 5b
Excess Baggage Review - page 5b
Missy Elliott Review - page 8b
Fall television season studded with stars
by erik walker
Staff writer
See TV page 4b
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It's Break Time • • • 
All great adventurers must take a break from their Our next letter comes to us from a man who sut-
wild expeditions into the heat of danger and try to do ters from the ultimate affliction - WOMEN. 
something for their fellow man. Hey MOA, 
That is why we, the Men of Adventure, have decid- Even though we have never met, I feel that we 
ed to take time out from our busy schedule to share a common bond. 
respond to some of our many readers' letters. You You see, when you guys began your first adven-
see, some of our fans have deep emotional problems, tu re. you ran into a woman who touched my life 
and have sought the advice of the MOA. Don't ask more than any other had before. You may not know 
why. my real name. but you referred to me as 'Half naked 
You must understand ... we are not doctors, head- hairy man.' The woman whom I speak of was known 
shrinkers, psychologists or anyth ing that even to you and your readers as Cart Woman. 
resembles-a licensed practitioner. We are simply two Ever since the day I walked into her life, wearing 
men who care enough to reach down inside our- only a pair of boxers and enough body hair to pass 
selves, grab ahold of something special {whoa! not for a gibbon, I have not been able to get her picture 
that) and just try to help. out of my mind. 
We care. Really, we do. I keep re-playing the moment when she grabbed 
Dear MOA. me by the strap of my shorts and escorted me from 
I know you will probably never even read this, the premises. From that moment on, I knew she was 
being so popular and all, but I had to give it a try. I the woman for me. 
have a serious problem. Each morning I have to uri- Unfortunately, I could never get her name due to 
nate at exactly 6:30 a.m. Now, you may ask your- the fact that I was forever banned from the store. 
selves, 'What's wrong with that? Everyone goes to I tried and tried to forget about her, but then for 
the bathroom first thing in the- morning.' Well, the some odd reason (call it destiny) I just happened 
problem is that I usually don't wake up until well after upon your column and it gave me hope. You quoted 
9 a.m. I am a chronic bed wetter. Cart Woman as saying "He was kinda cute." If, even 
I have been battling my affliction for many years; after all this time, Cart Woman still thinks I'm a cutie, 
and for a while it seemed to be getting better. In fact, then I have to try to meet her. 
there were a few mornings when I only woke up in a So I ask you, Men of Adventure, for help. If you 
small puddle. know Cart Woman's real name. I beg you to share it 
But when I came to Eastern as a freshman this fall, with me. I also ask you to share any of your 'suave' 
the problem seemed to escalate. You see, my room- moves, so that I may woo this magnificent woman. 
mate tends to be somewhat of a night-ow/. She stays My fate is in your hands MOA. Please don't let me 
up until all hours of the night, playing music, watch- down. 
ing television and chatting endlessly on the phone Signed. Hairy and Heartbroken 
with whomever happens to be her boyfriend that Okay Hairy, this is a tough one. We cannot divulge 
week. information pertaining to the names of our sources. 
Needless to say, this keeps me up until all hours of We understand heartache, believe it or not, but still 
the night, causing me to sleep even later than I nor- cannot share Cart Woman's true identity with you. 
·"·,vi~~ ViPJ8'1.:f.WPljfxiQQ,~Q.ed-wetting problem.-~ .,,:. ,1 •• ;..!~9w,tw~ ~;t~e real dile~Qla .... _ .· ... . _ , ., • _ ~ .•. 1 
, I ask_)'OU, Men of Adventure, to ,pome to my aid. Should v;a. print our secrets of attracting women? 
· Draw from yourro'uittai1i' o1 ilseless 'ktiowfedge ' aild Is ·the public ready to handle the raw charm ot the 
help me come up with a solution to this dilemma. Men of Adventure? If we tell, will our knowledge be 
Signed, Wet in Weller used tor evil or will it be used tor the good of the 
Well Wet, after a careful debate, the MOA have world? 
come up with two words for you - rubber sheets. We think that if you really contemplate what you 
It that doesn't work for you, we suggest trying to are asking for, you will realize why we have to say no. 
drive your roommate insane so that she will evacuate But before we sign off, we want to remind you, our 
the premises and you will be free to "tinkle" wherever loyal readers, that if you have a problem that you feel 
and whenever you choose. Here are a few of our that you can't solve alone, send a letter to us and we 
favorite suggestions for driving your roommate abso- will try to make the problem worse ... uh, we mean 
lutely bonkers! better. 
• Get into arguments with your walls. Ask the ceiling MOA words of wisdom: If you take a little time out 
for a final opinion. Blame it of being biased. of your busy schedule to help those who are less tor-
• Move all her stuff into the hallway and pretend that tunate than you, you're a bigger person for it. But, the 
you have no idea who she is. same effect can also reached by eating a case of 
• Buy a goldfish bowl, fill it with beer, drop in a few Twinkees. . •. 
Sardines, name them and When 'they begin to Smell, Editors Note: The Men of Adventure are professional satirists. 
blame your roommate for their deaths. Please do not try this at home. No offense was intended in the writ· 
If none of these suggestions work, be creative. ing o( this column, and yes. they made up all the letters. Hey. you 
can't say anything. You laughed. Send general praise or hate mail to Usually anything that involves duct tape and some The Meno( Adventure. Contact Mike Rice at cumar@pen.eiu.edu or 
SOrt Of power tool Will do a fine job. Matt Fear at cummf@pen.eiu.edu. Thank you. and have a nice day. 
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AT GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC. .. 
G'S FREE! 
(First Vi!;it ly) 
We Are Continuing 
Spinal Cbeck-~Up Month 
Through September 
To celebrate, we are offering-- - ----
to perform our services on 
your. first visit absolutely 
free"' with this rertificare! 
This includes consultation, 
examinatiot:i.i treatment, 
and x-mys ir indicated. 
CallNOW 
to schedule your 
appointment .. Mtcbacl Leo G<mdolft. nc, e.A.s.A. 
't'~ 
, ' 
Gandolfi 
Chiropractic Center 
• CARE FOR OPI1MUM HMLTii 
2115 18th Street, Charleston 
CALL 345-4065 
"New patients rri-f, CettWlcalie must be pnieented on first visit. E>cpltee 9/'JIJl97 
4 O'Clock Club: Doughboys $1 Burgers 
<:/\iarty's 
Lunch Special: Italian Beef w/ Fries 
$3.50 Pitchers 
Miller Ute, Icehouse, Berry Weiss 
Lienienkuegel 
Rum and Amaretto mixers $2 
Saturday- Go Panthers 
e\C.~ 
·o'"" u~~" Pre-game Warm ups: ~' '\{0 $1.75 wide 16 oz Miller Ute Bottles _J. 
$2 Build your own Bloody Mary ~' ~ 
Others $1.50 .l. 
• .. ...... • • •• • 
1 
• "' '. :.· . •· # . lllb Z 11fUire15'tt.i 
Student 
Publications 
IS NOW OPEN UPSTAIRS IN THE 
Martin Luther King, Jr. Union 
(across from the University Ballroom) 
Come by and place your ad TODAY! 
OPEN 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Start Saving 
for theYear 
2000 
24 month term share 
certificates 
$1,000 6.06% 
$5,000 6.27% 
$10,000 6.38% 
CREDIT UMIOMl 
250 Lincoln Avenue 
Charleston, IL 61920 
217-348-5544 or 
1-800-252-6950 
Annual Percentage Yield listed above. Rates subject to change. Penalty for 
early withdrawal. Automatically renewable. All deposits are privately insured 
., . to $250,000 p~r.a.?~<?~nt. Membership required. 
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Backbone w/Trickledown 10 p.m. Fri. Sept. 12 Uptowner Free 345-4622
Duke Tomato & the power trio 10 p.m. Fri. Sept. 12 Blind Pig (Champaign) $6 (217) 351-7444
Hammel on Trial w/ Johnny Smoke 9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 12 Mabel’s (Champaign) $3 (217) 328-5700
Cleveland Steamer w/ Nothing Personal 9 p.m. Sat. Sept. 13 Ted’s Warehouse $3 345-9732
Candy Foster & Shades of Blue 9 p.m. Sat. Sept. 13 Embassy (Champaign) Free (217) 384-9526
Keith Harden 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept. 13 City of New Orleans $3 (217) 328-5700
Reverend Robert Blues Band 9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept.. 12 Friends Free 345-2380
Mary Clark Review 9 p.m. Fri. Sept.12 Gunner Buc’s Pub N Grub (Mattoon) $2 235-0123
The Funky Butt Drum Club 9 p.m. Fri. Sept. 12 City of New Orleans (Champaign) $3 (217) 359-2489
Will Rogers 8 p.m. Fri. & Sat. Sept. 12 & 13 J.A.C. Lounge (Champaign) $3 (217) 328-5415
Reverend Robert Blues Band 6 p.m. Sat. Sept. 13 Gunner Buc’s Pub N Grub Free 235-0123
The Pharohs 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 13 Blind Pig $6 (217) 351-7444
Jim Cole & the Subliminators 9 p.m. Sun. Sept. 14 Embassy Free (217) 384-9526
Who When Where Price Phone
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When Eastern studentsDave Gierhahn, JoeLevora, Ryan Karey and
Dan Williams jam together, they’re
hot. In fact, some might even say
they’re steaming.
Standing as the four pillars of
the band Cleveland Steamer, these
guys have been working the music
circuit for a little more than a year
now. With Gierhahn on bass,
Levora plucking his guitar, Karey
on lead guitar and Williams
pounding on the drums, this quar-
tet has taken Charleston by
storm. 
The “poppy/rock/alternative”
group debuted entertaining
crowds at parties and are current-
ly climbing their way up the bar-
scene ladder. 
The band’s first paid perfor-
mance was on Jan. 31, 1996, when
it opened for Chronic Itch at Ted’s
Warehouse. Since then, they’ve
graced the second-floor stage of
the spacious bar five or six times,
Gierhahn said. 
The band’s current objective is
to play more and to pack tons of
people into their shows.
Although the guys have had
problems having their flyers
remain around campus after they
post them, a lack of advertising
isn’t proving to be much of a hin-
drance for the band.
“We’re advertising more now,”
Williams said. “We’re using chalk
on the sidewalks to let people
know about our shows because
the university tore down our fly-
ers last year.”
“We’re starting to get a follow-
ing,” Williams said. “Our crowds
are getting better.”
“Our last show had about 200
people,” Gierhahn said.
But, alas, with fame comes
some misfortune. And the guys
have a few memorable experi-
ences they can safely laugh at –
now.
“We were at a high school in
Mount Greenwood,” Levora said.
“We were in the middle of a
punk/thrash fest, and here we
were sounding like Hootie and the
Blowfish or something.”
“We played half a set and left,”
Gierhahn said.
“I was just mad at the whole
vibe there,” Levora added.
Another incident occurred
recently at a bar in Oak Forest.
“We were made all kinds of
promises that a large crowd
would be there,”
Gierhahn said. “But
basically the only peo-
ple there were the
people we invited –
the rest were bikers.”
“A biker fight actu-
ally broke out in front
of us,” Williams
laughed.
The foursome wil l  be the
guests of honor once again
Saturday night at Ted’s. Opening
for Cleveland Steamer at 9 p.m.
is Nothing Personal, a band con-
sisting of three members of the
deceased band the Night
Putters.
The Steamers will churn out
their usual heartfelt original music
– the band rarely does covers of
other artists’ hits.
“Covers are boring,” Levora
said. “Plus, if you really like the
song, you just can’t seem to do it
justice.”
But relax, recycling junkies, the
quartet will filter through their
selection of favorite classics and
choose a few sure-fire crowd
pleasers to belt out Saturday.
They’ll pull from the likes of
Blues Traveler, the Doors, Blind
Melon and a smattering of other
remarkable artists.
Taking a look further into the
future of the Cleveland clan will
show an up-and-coming tape bear-
ing five or six of the band’s favorite
(original) tunes that will be
released in about a month, said
Gierhahn. 
Hopefully, the tape will be avail-
able at Positively 4th Street
Records, he added.
But if not, Williams said those
interested in purchasing a tape
could call him at 348-6682.
“People who come to our
shows like our music – we see
them tapping their feet to the
rhythm,” Williams added. “But
they’re just not familiar with our
songs.”
“We have so many good songs,
I feel, that we need to record a
CD soon,” Gierhahn said.
“But that costs money,”
Williams said. “We’re trying to
save most of the money we make
from shows for that.”
So, in the meantime, the group
is concentrating on bettering itself
musically.
“We practice three or four
times a week,” Williams said.
“It’s a continuous process,”
Levora said. “We come in with
new ideas and work on them. Our
rehearsals aren’t very structured.”
Oh, and the name “Cleveland
Steamer?” 
The band (minus Karey – he
wasn’t a full-fledged Steamer then)
was at a party when it all came
about.
“We were telling everybody we
were in a band,” Gierhahn said. “It
was just a name we had heard
before – there is absolutely no
meaning behind it.
“It was just a joke.”
And so far, the joke has had a
pretty good punch line for
Cleveland Steamer.
Alanis Morisette ,  F iona
Apple and all the rest of the
“grrr ls” better watch out
because someone new just may
be able to throw them off the
top of the charts.
Jamie Blake is the new artist
on the block whose self-titled
CD is definitely going to crash
onto Billboard’s top 100 soon.
Blake uses a mix of raw-
edged femininity and originality
that listeners are hard-pressed
to find in many of the new
female artists who are try-
ing to make it in the big,
bad music industry.
The CD is a compilation
of songs which uses the
age-old source of angst –
relationships – in an innova-
tive way by combining just
the right splash of guitar
with a dash of piano and a
pinch of techno.
She real ly  cooks on
“Coming Down,” which is a
funked intro to the Blake
sound. 
She has definitely found
her own unique style, but at
the same time, she hasn’t found
a rut and gotten stuck in it.
Blake’s versatility is displayed
throughout the CD with
poppy-metal on “Runaway,” to
mellow piano on “The Worst is
Over,” and even a Joan Jett-
esque ’80s roar on “So
Precious.”
Blake combines real rock ’n’
roll with a little techno thump
on most of the other tracks,
l ike “Yel l” and “Whisper
Too Loud.”
She is a multi-talented
individual, i.e. she covers
most of the guitar work on
the CD. Keyboard and
piano also are in her range
of music know-how, which
is demonstrated by the
beautiful melodies coming
from those pearly keys.
Blake covers vocals with
a rough but girly edge. And
not only can Blake s ing ,
she’s a phenomenal lyricist.
Each song has Blake’s signa-
ture on i t  except for “So
Precious,” which was written by
James Vincent Hall, and “Things
I Should Have Said,” which was
written by Mark Whiteis-Helm
with some help from Blake.
Backing Blake with drums
and bass guitar are Stacey Jones
and Scott Reibling, respectively.
These two display their own
talents on “What You Say.”
“When We’re Dumb” is the
only real  f lop on the CD.
Blake’s talents are lacking here
– it ’s a lmost l ike she didn’t
know what else to write about.
The edge that’s ever present in
the other tracks gets lost in the
jungle beat of the drums.
“Jamie Blake”
Jamie Blake
A&M Records, Inc
★ ★ ★
by jill jedlowski
Verge editor
New female artist makes splash with debut CD
by racheal carruthers
Associate Verge editor
Blake impresses
music fans with
versatile new CD
Cleveland Steamer’s (from left) Dave Gierhahn, Ryan Karey, Dan Williams and Joe Levora. 
Steamer
Local pop-rock band rises
up the music scene ladder
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102 W. Lincoln, Suite 2
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
217-348-8368
We buy and
sell Star
Wars, Planet
of the Apes,
& other toys!
Your Church Home Away From Home
Disciples of Christ
Christian Church
Tolerance, Diversity, Inclusion
Adams Chapel 1111 Hawthorne Dr.
(East of Rural King on Victoria Lane)
Ray Allen, Minister
Sunday Morning Worship 9 am
For A Ride Call:
345-4629    345-4178
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weekend
Get there early,
miss the line!Want 
Some?
75¢
$125
$150$175Drafts
Shot Specials
Margaritas
Coronas
Teq. Shots
Heineken btls.
22oz Lite btls
Fruit Drinks
We Don’t Have: huge ads,give free
rides,food,karaoke,expensive drinks & we’re not new at EIU,
but we tend to attract a small crowd. •STUS• We treat you
better than you treat yourself.
COED Hair Styling
$2.00 OFF Haircut
$5.00 OFF Perm
1503 7th Street (East of old Main) 348-7818
H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston  ☎345.9732Ted's'at Ted's'at
SATURDAY NIGHTFRIDAY NIGHT
“The Mighty Pranksters”
Live playing music by
Greatful Dead, Allman
Bros., Santana & more
“Cleveland Steamers”
Playing original &
alternative covers
ICEHOUSE/
Red dog
light  
160z bottles
CORONA
BECKS
hooch
Lemon brew
$1.50
$1.75
$1.25
$2.00
Ride the Shuttle to...
Mother’s
“Weekend Specials”
16oz wide Miller Lite Bottles $1.25
Super Shooter Special!
On the Beach and Kanahazi only $1
$1.25 Cocktails
“Amaretto, Rum, Tequila etc, mixers”
From Chicago’s House of Blues
•Hello Dave•
Coming next Thursday to Moms
Friends
&Co
Tonight
starts @ 9:00 pm
FREE BLUES SHOW
The Reverend
Robert Blues Band
509 Van Buren         348-2380
Mon-Thurs
7pm-1am
Fri-Sat
5pm-1am
Friends’ kitchen
is open!
Also on Sunday, “The Wonderful
World of Disney” promises to
blend hit Disney movies and new
made-for-TV movies, including
“Cinderella,” starring Brandy. The
show will debut at 6 p.m. Sept. 28.
MONDAY
Yahoo! No more NBC Monday
night movie, which always seemed
to be titled “Not without my
daughter” or “Who stole my
daughter,” etc. 
Instead, NBC
hopes women will
steal the remote
from their football-
obsessed male
friends and tune into
“Must She TV,”
which includes the
returning comedies,
”Fired Up,”
“Caroline in the
City” and “The
Naked Truth.” (Sept.
22)
Also on Monday, Bob Newhart,
teams up with Judd Hirsch in the
CBS comedy “George & Leo,”
beginning at 8:30 p.m. Sept. 15.
One of the most controversial new
TV dramas, CBS’ “Brooklyn
South,” begins at 9 p.m. Sept. 22.
The show’s receiving a “Mature
Audiences” rating, a first for a TV
series, in the pilot episode, because
of a violent closeup of a gunshot
wound to the head. This Steven
Bochco drama (he also created
“NYPD Blue”) focuses on New
York police officers.
“Dateline NBC” expands to a
new night, Monday, debuting at 9
p.m.  Sept. 22. 
Above all, the past TV season
reminded us to never underesti-
mate the power of Buffy – that
high school vampire-slaying she-
woman proved to be one of the
most successful Warner Bros.
shows last season and returns to
the WB at 8 p.m. beginning Sept.
15.
TUESDAY
David Caruso (“NYPD Blue”)
returns to TV in the CBS drama
“Michael Haeys,” which airs at 8
p.m. Sept. 15. Caruso plays an ex-
New York cop who is now a feder-
al prosecutor. 
On the lighter side, Kevin
Nealon “Saturday Night Live,” and
Richard Lewis star as a TV writing
team in the ABC comedy “Hiller
and Diller,” which airs at 8:30 p.m.
Sept. 23.
Other familiar faces include Tim
Curry (“Earth2”) and Annie Potts
(“Dangerous Minds”), who team
up to run a New York hotel in the
ABC comedy “Over the Top,”
which airs at 7:30 p.m. Sept. 23.
WEDNESDAY
CBS moves the hospital drama
“Chicago Hope” against another
top drama, NBC’s “Law and
Order,” in the 9 p.m. timeslot.
Bryant Gumbel, the former host of
“Today,” anchors yet another news
magazine show,
“Public Eye,” which
begins at 8 p.m. on
Oct. 1. Chicagoans
should note that for-
mer Channel 5
anchorwoman Carol
Marin is scheduled
to appear periodical-
ly as a Chicago cor-
respondent.
Also Wednesday,
NBC brings back
two familiar faces,
Tony Danza (“Who’s the Boss”)
and Fred Savage (“The Wonder
Years”). Danza will play a
sportswriter who is raising two
daughters in the NBC sitcom “The
Tony Danza Show,” (7 p.m. Sept.
24) and Savage will be a young cor-
porate worker in the NBC comedy
“Working,” which doesn’t debut
until Oct. 8.
THURSDAY
A live episode of “ER” kicks off
the must-see-TV season Sept. 25.
Just imagine the excitement if an
actor accidentally trips over an
extension cord and the show goes
off the air for a moment. The most
anticipated comedy of the season,
“Victoria’s Closet,” airs at 8:30 p.m.
on NBC, starring Kirstie Alley,
(Rebecca Howe, “Cheers”). Alley
stars as an owner of a lingerie cata-
log company. Dan Cortese (eti-
quette tip: never admit to watching
“MTV Sports”) co-stars in this sit-
com.
In what could be an impressive
drama (a rarity for Fox), Damon
Wayans of “In Living Color” has
created a show that focuses on the
visitors and employees of a youth
center in an inner-city. The drama,
“413 Hope St.,” airs at 8 p.m. Sept.
11. 
ABC has two big Thursday
changes. First, a controversial new
drama, “Nothing Sacred,” stars
Kevin Anderson as a priest who
doesn’t always follow the rules of
the church. And the news maga-
zine “20/20” challenges “ER” in the
9 p.m. timeslot on its new night.
FRIDAY
Three of ABC’s TGIF shows
have changed networks. As
“Clueless” moves to UPN, “Family
Matters” and “Step by Step” move
to the CBS Friday lineup. Several
new teen and family shows emerge
on Friday, including “You Wish,” an
ABC show about a genie; “Meego,”
a CBS sitcom about an alien; and
“The Gregory Hines Show,” a CBS
program about a single father who
is raising a 12-year-old son.
Fox promises excitement with
“The Visitor,” a supernatural drama
about a human who returns to
Earth and practices good deeds
after being abducted by aliens. And
last, and probably least, Ice-T, Frank
John Huges and Costas Mandylor
(“Picket Fences”) star as secret FBI
agents in the NBC drama “Players,”
although we have to wait until 8
p.m. Oct. 17 to see if it is any good.
SATURDAY
Still the worst night on TV. But
ABC tries two new law enforce-
ment dramas, “C16: FBI” and
“Total Security.” Both based in Los
Angeles, “C16” follows a secret FBI
team that walks the city’s streets
and “Total Security” is about an ex-
cop/private detective security
team. They both start Sept. 27.
NBC’s Saturday addition is
“Sleepwal-kers,” (premieres Nov.1).
It will be about (I’m not kidding) a
group of researchers who enter
dreams to solve crimes.
So, there’s the fall TV preview.
But don’t worry. As soon as you
learn when your favorite shows air,
the networks will move around the
Rubik’s cube when you’re not look-
ing and cancel the shows. But even
the worst shows look like winners
when compared to studying for
exams and writing essays. So happy
TV viewing, kids.
TV from page 1b
‘The Naked Truth’ 
NBC presents the first -ever live episode of ‘ER’which airs at 9 p.m. Sept. 25. 
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The opening scenes of “Excess Baggage” (ratedPG-13) were so contrived, messy and poorlywritten that I questioned whether the rest of
the movie was worth seeing. Unfortunately, I opted
to sit through it.
This poor excuse for a film is a total disaster from
beginning to end – marking the second stinker of the
year for its “star,” Alicia Silverstone, who also bombed
in “Batman & Robin”.
Silverstone plays Emily T. Hope, a spoiled teen who
stages her own kidnapping in an attempt to divert her
tycoon father’s attention away from his money and
toward his long-suffering daughter. She disguises her
voice over the phone, telling her father where to
drop the $1 million ransom she set for herself, and
indicates a parking garage where she can be found in
the trunk of her BMW.
In the first of many lame story developments,
Silverstone’s car is stolen while she lies in the trunk
waiting for her father to come and rescue her.  Thus
begins a rather boring crime comedy.
The car thief is Vincent, played by Benicio Del Toro,
whose role as Fenster in Bryan Singer’s “The Usual
Suspects” was hysterically funny.  Here, Del Toro
looks, acts and sounds like he’s bored to tears with
the material presented to him, and with good reason.
The same goes for Christopher Walken (“True
Romance”), who tries to be his usual psychotic self
but can’t seem to get past the idiocy of the script.
Speaking of the script, it piles on coincidence after
coincidence, introduces various thugs and mobsters
that mean very little to the story and provides the
actors with mindless dialogue.
The worst aspect of the film is its attempt to make
Silverstone look like a “bad girl.”  Every scene shows
the audience a drinking, smoking or acting-nasty-just-
for-the-sake-of-doing-it Silverstone. It all seems
forced, phony and puts Silverstone in an unflattering
light.
If all this wasn’t bad enough, The Wallflowers’
“One Headlight” shows up on the soundtrack (like
that song hasn’t been heard a thousand times).
Credit director Marco Brambilla (“Demolition
Man”) with making 1997’s worst film this side of
“Dante’s Peak” and “Speed 2: Cruise Control.”
“Excess Baggage”
Columbia Pictures
ZERO STARS
Silverstone gives another
tarnished performance
by sean stangland
Staff writer
Start your weekend off with
yet another party.
Bingo Bash will take over the
Rathskeller tonight from 9 p.m. to
midnight in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union. The
event is free to students.
Tom Ryan, the University
Board chair, and Amy McGoogan,
the special events coordinator for
UB, have organized this program,
which has been a hit among the
student body in the past.
“It’s the weirdest phe-
nomenon,” said Ryan of the
game’s remarkable popularity.
“You say ‘bingo,’ and they will
come.”
He believes the lure of those
tiny white balls speckled with
numbers is due to many things. 
“Students can walk into the
Rathskeller, pick up a card and
win lots of cool prizes,” Ryan said.
He urges students to give the
game a go because it’s a (cheap)
chance for friends to socialize.
The event will be offered as a reg-
ular activity this year. 
Chips and salsa, laundry deter-
gent and softener and video tapes
are just of few of the treats that
will be awarded as prizes, Ryan
said. One grand prize will be given
away. In the past, grand prizes
have been a large portable stereo
system with a CD player, a
Discman and a bicycle. 
Bingo Bash will continue until
the prize supply is extinguished or
when the clock strikes midnight,
whichever comes first, Ryan said.
Ryan anticipates a turnout of
about 150 students. 
Faculty and staff have been
known to participate in bingo as
well, McGoogan said.
“We get plenty of turnout,” she
added. “It’s all from student fees,
so students should take advantage
(of free programs like bingo).”
Bingo back by popular demand
by lauren kraft
Staff writer
Medium 
1 Item 
pizza
$500
348-5454
215 Lincoln
Charleston
tax not included
Large
1 Item 
pizza
$600
348-5454
215 Lincoln
Charleston
tax not included
$1 off md
cheesestix
$2 off lg
cheesestix
348-5454
215 Lincoln
Charleston
tax not included
offer w/ coupon
only
Today’s Specials, 4pm - Close
TM
Just ask! Topper’s
exp 9-14-97
Just ask! Topper’s
exp 9-14-97
Just ask! Topper’s
exp 9-14-97
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
CHINA 88
1140 LINCOLN   348-1232
WE DELIVER
Daily Lunch 
Buffet
$4.50
Now serving beer & wine
FRI & SAT  5-8 pm $6.95
All You Can Eat
Dinner Buffet 
Now Featuring... 
Crab Legs & Shrimp 
SUNDAY All day Buffet 
11-2  $4.50
2-8  $5.99
Pagl
iai’s
PIZZA
Large Thin Single Item
For the Low Price of
$7.95 plus tax
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends
345-3400
Pagliai’s Pizza
Are You Fed Up With 
High Prices For
Parts - Repairs - Tires - Tubes
call
Jimmy Walker Motorcycle Shop
345-3758
H o n d a  -  K A W  -  Y A M
NEW LOCATION
come see us late night Thursday,
Friday, & Saturday
OPEN TILL 2 200 Lincoln 348-7827
The men of
Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to formally apologize to any
organizations or institutes that may have
been offended by our past actions. 
Therefore, we have pledged to a new commitment to excellence.
This pledge contains:
* No Alcohol Policy in Chapter House.  
* A continued success and improvement in 
community service.
* To strive to be the best overall fraternity 
on campus in all aspects of Greek Life
EIU STUDENTS! You are paying
for an Internet homepage! Do you
have one? Call 345-5197 to get
one. KM-ENT@usa.net.
_______________________9/12
AFFORDABLE WEB PAGE
DESIGN! For your personal and
organizational needs. 345-5197.
_______________________9/16
RUSHED FOR TIME-need help
with your laundy.BYRDS LAUN-
DRY 10th & Lincoln does wash &
fold laundry for 70 cents/lb.
Attendant on duty 7-3 Mon-Fri.
Drop off dry cleaning service
available. Press only service.
_______________________9/12
ARE YOU SOMEONE WHO IS
INTERESTED IN FACILITATING
CHANGE in student attitudes
towards drugs and alcohol.
Alcohol Awareness Week offers
immediate involvement. Contact
Holly Cofer @ 581-7015.
_______________________9/12
ARE YOU A PEER EDUCATOR
LOOKING FOR A WAY to use
your talents? The alcohol
Awareness Week Committee is
looking for you. Contact Holly
Cofer @ 581-7015.
_______________________9/12
IF YOU HAVE A SPECIAL talent
which could entertain diners (card
tricks, magic, palm reading, jug-
gle) call KOKOMO JOE’S
between 10 a.m.-12 p.m. 235-
1455
_______________________9/12
KOKOMO JOE’S SEAFOOD,
STEAKS AND RIBS.
Experienced bar tenders and
cooks apply in person between
10 a.m.- 12 p.m. at 516 Piatt,
Mattoon
_______________________9/12
ATTN: SPECIAL ED MAJORS-
Are you looking for a great part
time job? Now accepting applica-
tions for part time staff to work
2nd and 3rd shifts with DD adults
in a home setting, in both
Mattoon and Charleston areas.
Great opportunity for experience.
Must have H.S. dip/GED and
must be dependable and enthusi-
astic about working with MR/MI
adults. Apply in person at 521 7th
St. Charleston. Please put CILA
on application.
______________________12/15
CHRISTMAS IS COMING-Need
extra money? Sell Avon. Call 345-
4197 or 235-1544.
_______________________9/24
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
JOB? Our organization is looking
for a Janitor to work 3-7, M-F.
Qualif ied applicant must be
dependable and able to work with
out supervision and have equiva-
lent of H.S. dip/G.E.D. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Charleston.
_______________________12/5
PART-TIME POSITION DIS-
TRIBUTING ADVERTISING
MATERIAL.  No selling involved.
All material provided at no
charge.  1-800-YOUR JOB.
www.acmnet.com/postering/your
job.htm.
_______________________9/12
PART TIME PIANO INSTRUC-
TOR NEEDED. Sound Source
Music. 258-8919. Ask for Mike.
________________________5/5
FARM HELP EXPER. PRE-
FERRED call after & leave mes-
sage. 348-8906.
_______________________9/22
OUR ORGANIZATION IS SEEK-
ING dedicated, hard working, and
caring individuals to work with
Developmental Disabilities in resi-
dential Cila setting. Quality appli-
cant must have a H.S. diploma or
GED. FT & PT positions avail-
able-evngs, mdngts, and wknd
shifts. Apply in person at 1118
6th St. Charleston. M-F between
the hrs of 7 & 3 or call Stacey at
345-2271.
_______________________9/19
PART-TIME BARTENDER NEED-
ED. Nights, about 16 hours a
week. Call for an appointment at
the FRIENDLY INN, Ashmore
349-8215 8 miles East of
Charleston on Rt 16, first bar on
the left.
_______________________9/15
HELP WANTED Earn an extra
$250.00 wkly. For free info send
sase: DDB P.O. Box 67 Terre
Haute, In 47808.
_______________________9/17
ATTENTION STUDENTS: FAST
CASH, flexible hours, perfect for
students. Start today, get paid
today. Above average income.
Call M. Spitz 234-2579.
_______________________9/17
CHARLESTON LUMBER IS
LOOKING FOR WAREHOUSE
HELP AND DELIVERY PEOPLE.
If you have worked at a lumber
yard or hardware store please
apply. We are located at 202 6th
St. No Phone Calls. Salary will be
determined by qualifications.
_______________________9/18
FAST GROWING MASSAGE
BUSINESS NEEDS GIRLS 18 +
OVER. Make 30 dollars an hour
cash. Will train. Call Panthers
348-0288.
_______________________9/12
HOMEMAKER SERVICES.
Positions available for in home
care, 7 days per week-late
evenings. To inquire phone 345-
8008 or 345-8009 M-F 8:30-4:30.
_______________________9/19
FREE T-SHIRT + $1,000 Credit
Card fundraisers for fraternities,
sororities & groups. Any campus
organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/VISA application. Call 1-
800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT
_______________________9/12
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
_______________________10/3
1 ROOMMATE NEEDED for nice
furnished 3br house. $200/month.
Own bedroom and bathroom,
central air, washer/dryer. Low util-
ities . Move-in date flexible. Call
345-4496, leave message.
_______________________9/12
SUBLESSOR NEEDED. Own
room in 2 bedroom on Square.
$220/month 348-8203.
_______________________9/12
2 BEDROOM HOUSE ON LIN-
COLN for lease for 3-4 tenants.
Call 346-3583.
_______________________9/15
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for one
bedroom apt. Available Spring
and/or Summer semester. Call
Christy @ 345-9262.
_______________________9/17
LEASING FOR FALL 97 -
McArthur apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231
______________________12/15
1 BR. OPEN IN rental house, 4
blks from Old Main. W/D,
$200/mo. negotiable plus share
utilities. Call 348-6782 or 857-
3794
_______________________9/22
3 OR 4 PEOPLE NEEDED FOR
NEW APT. Hard wood floors,
central A/C, Oak Cabinets,
Cathedral Ceilings,. . . too much
to list. Call 348-0819 Leave mes-
sage.
_______________________9/12
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY
FURNISHED. FENCED IN YARD
1 car garage. washer and dryer
hook up in basement for more
info. call Unique Homes
Properties 345-5022.
_______________________9/19
FOR SALE OR RENT: Duplex: 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath with utility
room. Island kitchen with appli-
ances. Fully landscaped, 1000
square feet living space and full
basement. $81,400 per side pur-
chase or $750/month rent.
Call:CSI 345-7676.
_______________________9/16
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
NEAR LANTZ. Basement with
washer/dryer hook-up. New
refrigerator, dishwasher, carpet,
and paint. Nice yard, WE MOW!
9-12 month lease, neg. $600.
345-6967.
_______________________9/15
STUDENT HOUSING. 3 BDRM.
No pets. All appliances included.
Call Deb after 5: 342-9307.
_______________________9/12
GREAT APARTMENT AVAIL-
ABLE immediately. Hardwood
floors, lots of storage, good park-
ing, quiet. Call 581-7392, 398-
2873
_______________________9/12
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good condition. $1000
581-8003 ask for Ben.
_______________________9/19
SMITH CORONA WRD. PRO-
CESSOR $200/OBO, Mens
Mountain Bike $100. Call Todd at
348-8629.
_______________________9/12
85 BUICK SOMERSET. Good
work car-$500 obo. Call 348-
0368.
_______________________9/12
5 MENS SPORTS JACKETS, 2
blazers like new. Top brands, size
42. Plus arrow shirts, real bar-
gain. 345-3654.
_______________________9/15
NINTENDO 64 with 2 games and
3 controllers. $225. 581-3595.
_______________________9/16
IBANEZ GUITAR, LOCKDOWNS,
WHAMMYBAR, CARRYING
CASE AND CORD. Crate amp.
GX-40C. $500 O.B.O. Will sell
separate. Call 581-3088.
_______________________9/18
13” RCA COLOR TV w/ remote.
Like new. $135 obo. Call 581-
3562.
_______________________9/17
NINTENDO 64, 7 Games, 2
Controllers. $325.00 obo. 348-
0623.
_______________________9/18
LOST: Mens gold diamond ring.
Lost at North end of Rugby field.
345-5188.
_______________________9/12
WELCOME BACK EIU! 25%
PERCENT off everything (some
exceptions) for students w/ID this
Thursday and Friday at DEPOT
CLOTHING PANTRY at 8th and
Jackson. GOT A FUNCTION?
SOCIAL? THIS IS THE PLACE
TO SHOP!!
_______________________9/12
$CASH FOR COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1-
800-532-8890
_______________________9/30
ALL STUDENTS PARKED in the
9th st. parking lot, across from
Andrews Hall. You must move
your car by 9 p.m. Monday, Sept..
15. The Dodge Neon Drunk
Driving Simulator will occupy this
lot Sept.. 16. For questions call
Holly Cofer @ 581-7015.
_______________________9/17
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over $750!
Cash now available at Tokens for
a limited time $30!
_______________________9/30
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS (FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/1
MOCK TRIAL. Contact Dr. Leigh,
Coleman 214-I 581-6220.
Applications due September 12th.
_______________________9/12
PORTRAITS FOR THE 1998
WARBLER are being taken
RIGHT NOW! Call 581-2812 for
an appointment or come over to
the Union. Walk-ins welcome.
_______________________9/12
GET YOUR PORTRAITS TAKEN
for the 1998 Warbler. Call 581-
2812 for appointments and infor-
mation.
_______________________9/12
NEED A DJ? for barndance and
formals? Call City Sound for
bookings. 345-4787
_______________________9/12
FRIDAY AT TEDS:”THE MIGHTY
PRANKSTERS”-Live Electr ic
Boogie Band playing music by
Greatful Dead, Phish, Allman
Bros, Santana, and more...Show
starts 9:30 p.m.
_______________________9/12
EASTSIDE PACKAGE WEEK-
END SPECIALS: ROLLING
ROCK 12 NRS $6.49, LITE 12
CANS $6.99, BUSCH, BUSCH
LITE 12 CANS $5.99, C.C. 750
ML $9.99, SEAGRAMS WINE
COOLERS 4 PK. $3.19. LARGE
SELECTION OF KEGS IN
STOCK: ICEHOUSE $49.00,
HONEY BROWN $55.00. EAST-
SIDE PACKAGE 18TH ST. AT
JACKSON AVE. 345-5722.
_______________________9/12
DIET LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30
DAYS. Programs start at $30.
MAGIC. Call 630-536-5260.
_______________________9/19
ALL STUDENTS parked in the
9th Street parking lot, across from
Andrews Hall, you must move
your car by 9 p.m. Monday, Sept.
15. The DODGE NEON Drunk
driving simulator will occupy this
lot on Sept. 16. For questions call
Holly Cofer @ 581-7015.
_______________________9/17
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Splash Event tonight at 7 p.m. in the The Lantz
Pool Gym. Come and have a good time with the sexy SG Rhos.
SIGMA GAMMA RHO Neophyte tomorrow at 11 p.m. in the Union
Ballroom. The neophyte of S.S. G.E.N.U.I.N.E. will start promptly at
11:30 p.m.
WEIU FM 88.9 Rap Show today at 4 p.m. on WEIU. This week’s show
features new music from EPMD and Naughty By Nature, plus an old
school mega mix.
7TH GENERATION Pizza Party/Recruitment Sunday at 4 p.m. at the
Campus Pond. Free pizza. Everyone welcome. Bring a friend.
CHI ALPHA CAMPUS MINISTRIES Bible study tonight at 6:30 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. 
APO Active meeting Sunday at 7 p.m. in the Charleston/Mattoon
Room-MLK Union.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal tonight at 6
p.m. in 013 Fine Arts.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekend Mass will be held on
Sunday at 11 a.m. and 9 p.m. in the Coleman Auditorium Room 120.
WESLEY FOUNDATION Sunday “Cent” Supper will be Sunday at 5
p.m. at the Wesley Foundation. Anyone is welcome and the money
goes to help feed the hungry. Please let us know if you are coming by
Friday 348-8191.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Lighthouse is open for dancing, talking,
meeting friends, etc. There is no cover charge and no age restriction if
you’re a student at EIU or Lake Land. Have fun TONIGHT!
DELTA SIGMA THETA Coles County American Heartwalk will be
Sunday at 1 p.m. in the south stairs at Lantz. If anyone wishes to
donate or walk with us please contact Katrina at 8150 or Katina at
8194.
SOCIETY FOR CREATIVE ANACHORISM meeting and combat demo
on Sunday at 5 p.m. McAfee Gym South. SCA, Inc., is a non-profit,
educational research and re-enactment society welcomes new mem-
bers interested in the Mddle Ages and Renaissance periods.
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ATTN: ALL RSO’S The Dodge
Neon Drunk driving simulator is
scheduled for SEPT. ! Hope to
see you at the 9th st. parking lot 9
a.m.-4 p.m.
_______________________9/17
CLEVELAND STEAMER live at
Ted’s Saturday Sept. 13 with spe-
cial guests Nothing Personal.
Show starts at 9 p.m.
_______________________9/12
ATTN: ALL RSO’S The Dodge
Neon Drunk Driving Simulator is
scheduled for Sept. 16!! Hope to
see you at the 9th Street parking
lot between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
_______________________9/17
CHRONIC ITCH AT O’MALLEY’S
at 11957 S. Pulaski in ALSIP on
Saturday, Sep. 13th at 9:00 p.m.
_______________________9/12
IMPAIRED DRIVER SCHOOL,
Sept. 16, 9th St. Parking lot - 9
a.m.
_______________________9/12
DELTA CHI WOULD LIKE TO
WISH GOOD LUCK TO ALL
SORORITIES COMPETING IN
MUDMASH.
_______________________9/12
HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHANNON!
We love you! Carey, Kristin, &
Joe.
_______________________9/12
TO BLANDFORD OF SIGMA PHI
EPSILON-Happy 21st Birthday!
Glad you’re legal!! Your R.D.
Amanda
_______________________9/12
HEY ALPHAS: Thanks for the
paddle! We loved it! The Sigma
Nu’s.
_______________________9/12
SORORITIES GET READY TO
GET MUDDY ON SATURDAY. -
DELTA CHI
_______________________9/12
TO ALL MY GIRLS IN RHO CHI
GROUP # 8: You did an awe-
some job with RUSH! I am so
proud of you! Good Luck! Love,
Meghan
_______________________9/12
MARCIA HILLARY OF AST thank
you for all your hard work as
assistant rush director. You did a
great job. Tau love, your sisters.
_______________________9/12
RACHEL McCORMICK OF AST:
You did a great job as Rush
Director. Thank you for all your
hard work! Tau, love your sisters.
_______________________9/12
WELCOME BACK TRI-SIGMA
PX’S: Courtney Bock, Jenn Carr,
Heather Novak, Jessica Patlan, &
Kelley Spotanski!! We all missed
you! Love, Your Sisters!
_______________________9/12
COURTNEY STONE OF TRI-
SIGMA, You did an awesome job
with PNC Rush. Your sisters are
proud of you!
_______________________9/12
NICOLE NEUMANN & JULIA
MCGINNESS OF TRI-SIGMA:
Thank you both for all your hard
work and time you put into a
great rush! Love, Your Sisters.
_______________________9/12
CONGRATULATIONS PETER
SMITH on getting lavaliered. We
knew she’d get you to do it! Love,
Your Brothers!
_______________________9/12
RACHEL McCORMICK and
MARCIA HILLARY of ALPHA
SIGMA TAU: You did a great job
with Rush! We looked great! Tau
love, your Sisters!
_______________________9/12
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Announcements
Personals
Personals
CREDIT/NO CREDIT LIST The Credit/No Credit list for the current
term is now posted on the bulletin boards inside and outside the
Registration Office, south basement of McAfee. Students who elected
credit/ no credit option might wish to verify that their requests are
included on the list.–Michael D. Taylor, Registrar.
ALL STUDENTS If you are attending any class in which your name
does not appear on the OFFICIAL TENTH-DAY CLASS ROSTER,
immediately contact the Registration Office to resolve the problem.
FAILURE TO DO SO COULD RESULT IN LOSS OF CREDIT.–Michael
D. Taylor, Registrar.
ALL STUDENTS/FACULTY/STAFF I f  you are a student or a
faculty/staff member who needs and E.I.U. identification card made or
validated, go to the Registration Office, McAfee south basement.
Present your driver’s license to have an I.D. made.
CROW SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE Application forms are now avail-
able for the A.F. Crow Hybrid Corn Agriculture Scholarship at the hon-
ors Programs Office, Booth House, 1538 4th Street. The scholarship
recipient shall be a deserving EIU student who intends to pursue a
course of study that will touch on the field of agriculture. Application
materials are due Wednesday, September 24, 1997 at 4 p.m. to the
Honors Programs Office, Booth House.–Margaret Messer, Assistant
Director, Honors Programs.
DOUDNA MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP Application forms are now
available for the President Doudna Memorial Scholarship at the Honors
Programs Office, Booth House, 1538 4th Street. The scholarship recipi-
ent shall be a first-semester freshman student who graduated from an
Illinois high school with a 3.0 or higher GPA. Consideration is based
upon academic success and extra-curricular involvement throughout
high school. Application materials are due Wednesday, September
24,1997 at 4 p.m. to the Honors Programs Office, Booth
House.–Margaret Messer, Assistant Director, Honors Programs.
WHISNAND SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE Application forms for the
John L. Whisnand Scholarship are now available at the Honors
Programs Office, Booth House, 1538 4th Street. The scholarship recipi-
ent shall be a student at EIU, in good standing, with no less than one
year remaining to complete work for a Bachelor’s Degree. The recipient
shall be a person of outstanding character whose actions and conduct
reflect credit upon EIU. Financial need is a consideration. Application
materials are due in the Honors Programs Office, Booth House,
Wednesday, September 24, 1997 at 4 p.m.–Margaret Messer,
Assistant Director, Honors Programs.
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE Applications are now being accepted for
the Carol Specht Memorial Scholarship. To qualify, students must be an
undergraduate woman, currently enrolled at Eastern, and a single par-
ent with a child or children living in the students home. Applications are
available in the Office of Civil Right, 108 Old Main, or by calling 581-
5020. The deadline for a completed application is September
26.–Cynthia Nicoles, Director of Civil Rights.
BUSINESS EDUCATION MEETING An orientation meeting sill be held
for all business education majors who are seeding admission to busi-
ness teacher education. This is a required meeting for all majors who
have not attended a previous Business Education meeting. you cannot
student teach unless you attend this meeting. The meeting will be held
in LH 122 at 4 p.m. on September 17. At this meeting you will receive
all the information you need to begin the process which takes you to
your student teaching semester.–Yunus Kathawala.
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS STUDENTS Pre-business majors may
now apply in 112 Lumpkin Hall for admission to the School of Business
for Spring Semester 1998, providing they meet the following criteria: 1.
2.00 GPA at Eastern with a cumulative GPA if at least 2.50, including all
transfer work. 2. 60 semester hours completed by the end of Fall
Semester 1997. 3. Enrolled in, or have completed, ACC 2150,
AIS/COM 2100, COM 2810 with a grade of “C” or better.–Frank Clark,
Chair, School of Business.
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STANFORD, Cal i f .  (AP) –
When Chelsea Cl inton be-
comes the First Freshman at
Stanford University next week,
her proud and wistful parents
will be watching.
And so will reporters and
photographers eager to docu-
ment the start of her new life
3,000 miles away from home.
Chelsea,  accompanied by
President Clinton and first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton, will
begin her Stanford career with
five days of orientation starting
Sept. 19th.
She’ll move into her dorm,
meet her roommate and get to
know the sprawling campus 30
miles south of San Francisco
before classes start on Sept.
24th.
The Cl intons plan to let
reporters follow them about
campus on the first day of ori-
entation with the idea that the
press will get enough pictures
and fodder for stories – and
then leave Chelsea alone.
“That ’s  the hope ,” sa id
Marsha Berry, Mrs. Clinton’s
press representative.
And once she’s settled in,
Chelsea will not be hounded by
the student newspaper,  the
Stanford Daily. Rather, she’ll be
treated as “a student, a regular
student,” not as a celebrity, says
the paper’s editor,  Carolyn
Sleeth.
Chelsea, as the only child of
the president, was long protect-
ed from the glare of the press
but has recently become some-
thing of a public figure in her
own right with increasing public
appearances over the past year.
The 17-year-old would-be doc-
tor has received high marks for
being intel l igent, poised and
personable.
“I’ve found inspiration in the
effortless grace that a girl half
my age has brought to an intimi-
dating challenge,” Patti Davis,
Ronald Reagan’s daughter,
wrote in Harper’s Bazaar about
Chelsea.
“Whatever it is Chelsea does,
she’s the best person we’ve
ever seen doing i t ,”  the
Unofficial Chelsea Clinton Fan
Club declares on its Web site.
Thousands of people were
interested enough in Chelsea to
give her some tongue-in-cheek
advice in a survey the Internet
company Excite! re-cently ran
on its Web site.
“It’s like the whole country
gets to go to college with her –
they get to live vicariously,” said
Joe Krauss, one of six Stanford
grads who founded the compa-
ny. 
Chelsea Clinton packs for Stanford University
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On her debut CD, Missy
“Misdemeanor” Elliott avoids
producing yet another R&B
album which lacks original mate-
rial by the artist.
Instead, she manages to com-
bine R&B and hip-hop in a way
that her colleagues have not yet
figured out.
The album, titled “Supa Dupa
Fly,” is a welcome change to an
industry that is filled with alto-
gether too many artists trying to
compete for the same audience.
Elliott is not just your average
rap artist. She has proved her tal-
ents by writing and producing
songs for other artists, for exam-
ple, Aaliyah.
On her hit single “The Rain
(Supa Dupa Fly),” she samples
another old R&B tune, but here
it is combined with a fresh sound
and an innovative style.
Elliott borrows a sample from
Ann Peeble’s ‘70s classic, “I Can’t
Stand the Rain.” Once again, she
manages to add some of her own
funkiness to the original beat to
produce a power-house hit.
The other songs on the CD
are quite consistent with the
overall affect she is trying to
achieve.
On the soul-inspired track
“Friendly Skies,” which features
the smooth sounds of Ginuwine,
Elliott’s voice is reminiscent of
divas such as Diana Ross and
Patti Labelle.
“Best Friends” features Elliott
and friend Aaliyah harmonizing
together to produce a song dedi-
cated to the meaning of friend-
ship, and being there when a
friend is in need of support or
guidance.
Then, she comments on the
growing number of recording
artists who try to imitate her
style in the short interlude “Bite
Our Style,” which is in many ways
an ode to her collaborator
Timbaland.
Some of the finest R&B and
rap artists are featured on this
impressive debut, such as Busta
Rhymes, Da Brat, Aaliyah, Lil’
Kim and 702.
Elliott is unique in that she
does not just soak in the glory of
the songs she samples; she shines
through by taking them to an
entirely different, higher level.
In many aspects, Elliott’s album
should serve as an example to
other artists trying to break into
an already-too-crowded genre.
This CD proves that you can
combine R&B and rap and pro-
duce quality material.
“Supa Dupa Fly”
Missy “Misdemeanor” Elliott
Elektra Entertainment Group
★ ★ ★ ★
Missy Elliot’s talent shines
through on creative new CD 
bymarquis wilson
Staff writer
BARTAB by Charlie Huber
HAVE
y o u
HAD
your picture
TAKEN
YET??
581-2812
warbler 1998
individual
portraits
for appointments or questions
call
to get your portrait
taken for
WARBLER 1998
in the
MLK Union
second floor T.V. lounge
$5 sitting fee 
f o r  a l l  s t u d e n t s
Walk-Ins welcome
581-2812
c a l l
f o r  a p p o i n t m e n t
o r  i n f o r m a t i o n
Student body president
Kim Harris
wants you
new
locatio
n!
FINAL DAY!!!
